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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Executive Summary
MMM Group Ottawa, A WSP Company, was retained by the Town of Renfrew in September 2016 to develop
a Streetscape Master Plan (the Plan) and Urban Design Guidelines for the downtown core. The intent of the
Plan is to serve as a technical tool to guide design and expenditures of future streetscape and related
infrastructure in the Downtown. The Plan will act as a first step in the reconstruction of Downtown
streetscape by providing a comprehensive and cohesive vision for the study area. The study area is limited
to the Downtown core, and encompasses two key areas:
1.

Primary Area - Full streetscape re-design:

•

Raglan Street (Highway 60) – from the intersection of Hall Avenue/Veteran’s Memorial
Boulevard/Raglan Street South (Highway 60) to Bridge Street/Lochiel Street;

2.

Secondary Area - Elements to embellish the streetscape:

•

Plaunt Street South from Hall Avenue to Munroe Avenue East;

•

Argyle Street North and South from Bridge Street to Opeongo Road; and

•

Connecting street from secondary areas with Raglan Street (Highway 60).

The development and execution of the Plan addresses pointed recommendations of the 2015 Community
Improvement Plan (CIP) that the Town of Renfrew undertake a Downtown Urban Design Study/Guidelines
Streetscape Master Plan to improve the public realm in the Downtown Area (Item 4.1 of the CIP).
Public consultation is integral to the study. Engagement opportunities and events have included to date:
•

Stakeholder consultation and walking tour with representatives of the BIA and Chamber of Commerce;

•

Active community participation in a questionnaire posted through the Town website;

•

Public Information Centre at the Frew-Tober Food Truck and Craft Beer Festival in October, 2016.

•

Public Open House and Presentation at the Town Hall in December, 2016.

The design team has developed eleven (11) design principles for the streetscape to aid in the establishment
of a safe, accessible and distinct Downtown area, preservation of significant features and community
character and enhancement of the pedestrian realm. These principles will guide the detailed design
recommendations. Specific aspects for improvement to be described in detail in the Final report will
include: the design of Sidewalks; streetscape greening through addition of Street Trees and Vegetation;
site furniture selection, including provision for Seating; Waste & Recycling Receptacles; Bike Racks and
Bollards; Parking and Wayfinding Signage; the improvement of Pedestrian Lighting; the provision for
Public Art; and include Urban Design Guidelines that will guide future architectural improvements and
developments.
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Through the development to the Plan, additional future studies have been identified that are perceived
beneficial to the improvement of the Downtown Streetscape. These include, but may not be limited to:
1.
2.

3.

Parking Needs Analysis to review existing on and off-street private and municipal parking;
A Transportation Study to review existing pedestrian crossings and evaluate opportunity for
upgrade to signalized Pedestrian Crossovers, including a functional design study of Hall
Street/Veterans Memorial/Ragland Street South (Highway 60) intersection to review
opportunities for improved pedestrian connectivity and vehicular movements, and;
Lighting study to evaluate existing light levels and determine appropriate spacing poles along
Raglan Street (Highway 60) to meet applicable lighting standards.

This report and appendices are the summarize development of and form the Downtown Renfrew
Streetscape Master Plan and Urban Design Guidelines. The enclosed provides overview of the project scope
and objective; background review including findings from stakeholder engagement and community
consultation; kit-of parts to guide future implementation and supporting drawings, images and sketches to
inform intent; proposed phasing for implementation and Urban Design Guidelines and Official Plan and
Zoning Review. This Plan is intended to provide a framework for future improvements to the streetscape
and architecture of Downtown Renfrew that may be phased in over time.

MMM Group | A WSP Company
May 2017
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1.0 PROJECT OVERVIEW
1.0

Project Overview

MMM | WSP has been engaged by the Town of Renfrew to develop a Downtown Streetscape Master Plan
and Urban Design Guidelines with the mandate to:
1.

Establish a clear, long-term vision for the streetscape of Renfrew’s downtown core;

2.

Develop Urban Design Guidelines that provide a framework for future development, and are
responsive to the Official Plan and recently completed Community Improvement Plan (CIP);

3.

Identify specific opportunities to implement streetscape improvements through capital projects
and infrastructure upgrades by the Town, and ones that may be implemented through privately
initiated development applications.

Through active engagement with residents of the Town of Renfrew, identified stakeholders and Town staff,
we have initiated Phase One in the development of a functional Downtown Streetscape Master Plan and
Urban Design Guidelines that:
•

Will contribute positively to the identity of downtown Renfrew and responds to the ‘small town,
big community’ mindset;

•

Be respectful of the Town’s history and scale, and capitalizes on the charm of downtown
Renfrew;

•

Be the first step in the eventual reconstruction of the Downtown and provide a blueprint to the
Town for future financial investments and infrastructure upgrades;

•

Is responsive to the available Town resources and the principles of sustainability;

•

Engages the community and stakeholders in a meaningful way, and;

•

Stands the test of time.

The study area is limited to the Downtown core, and encompasses two key areas:
1.

Primary Area - Full streetscape re-design:

•

Raglan Street South (Highway 60) – from the intersection of Hall Avenue/Veteran’s Memorial
Boulevard/Raglan Street South (Highway 60) to Bridge Street/Lochiel Street;

2.

Secondary Area - Elements to embellish the streetscape:

•

Plaunt Street South from Hall Avenue to Munroe Avenue East;

•

Argyle Street North and South from Bridge Street to Opeongo Road, and;

•

Connecting streets between Raglan Street (Highway 60) and Plaunt/Argyle.
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2.0 SITE REVIEW AND CONSULTATION
2.0

Site Review and Consultation
2.1

START-UP MEETING AND DOWNTOWN WALKING TOUR

On October 6, 2016, the MMM | WSP project team met
with Town Staff to review the work program, budget
and other items. This formal kick-off meeting also
served as opportunity to meet with representatives
from identified stakeholders (BIA; Chamber of
Commerce) to hear directly from them their key
issues and objectives. Refer to Appendix A Meeting
Minutes and Notes.
Following this initial meeting, the design team
completed a walking tour of Renfrew’s downtown
streetscapes documenting the study areas with
photographs to supplement those of the CIP (Figure
1). During this tour, a detailed photo inventory of the
study area was compiled, to serve as a point of
reference for the design team throughout the project.
Photos are included in Appendix B.
In recent years, there has been effort by local
organizations and community groups to beautify the
downtown and undertake improvements to the
streetscape. Efforts include signage, vegetation, site
furniture, seasonal displays and lighting. The
Streetscape Masterplan will work to build on these
successful community initiatives and provide a
consolidated vision for future improvement works.

Figure 1: Images from October 2016 Site Walk
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2.2

STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES, OPPORTUNITIES, THREATS (SWOT) ANALYSIS

Using information gathered from the Downtown Walking Tour and preliminary stakeholder engagement,
the design team completed a preliminary strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT)
evaluation, to identify key issues to be reviewed, analyzed and addressed as the project develops. These
include:

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community partners invested in beautification
(i.e. BIA)
Vital transportation corridor
Strong view corridor down Plaunt Street
Significant architectural heritage
Vibrant/ diverse retail
Continuity of the streetscape
On-street and off-street parking
configurations
Town Square relationship to street
Connecting streets with views to significant
architecture (i.e. Post Office)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unimpressive ‘sense of arrival’
Sidewalk materials at end of life-cycle
Limited accessibility to stores from street
(steps up to buildings)
Incomplete pedestrian network
Driveways intersecting the sidewalk
Pedestrian and cyclist safety
Truck traffic
Hall Ave/Raglan Rd intersection geometry
Wayfinding elements out of date
Inconsistent parking geometry
Lack of cohesive kit-of-parts

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve streetscape as infrastructure
upgrades
Create a strong sense of place
Entrance features
Promote multi-modal connections (i.e. cycling)
Improve visual Wayfinding and sense of place
with unified ‘kit of parts’
Enhance pedestrian friendly and age-friendly
community
Consolidate/refine on-street parking
geometry
Pedestrian links to local and regional
networks (i.e. Renfrew Millennium Trail;
abandoned CN rail corridor

•
•
•
•

Transportation regulations
Traffic speed
Proximity of existing architecture to right-ofway
Budget/ available funding
Coordination with external stakeholders
(MTO)
Pace of economic development
Increase in vehicular traffic (AADT)
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2.3

BACKGROUND INFORMATION REVIEW

Through review of background materials we have
begun to gain a deeper understanding of the
challenges and opportunities of the downtown, and to
identify critical areas of influence. Our review of
background materials has included CAD base
mapping, historic photos, local regulations and the
CIP, site walk and consultation with business and
property owners and the Town.
Review of planning and land use policies and
strategies analysis is underway. Building on
information and issues observed through the CIP and
through preliminary public consultation and
stakeholder engagement, we are working to gather
additional information and sources to ensure the
Urban Design Guidelines we develop address
specifically the Urban Design Criteria identified in the
CIP and the issues identified through public
consultation.
Background review of historical photos (Figure 2),
mapping, community connections, precedent
streetscape studies, the CIP and site visit to the
downtown has been completed and has provided the
design team with an understanding of the site context,
and helped to identify critical areas of influence.
Knowledge and information gained through this
review served as the foundation for community
consultation materials, Guiding Principles and
preliminary design concept.
The team has begun to identify key links and view
corridors within the study area through review of
Figure 2: Historic images of Downtown buildings
base mapping, site visit and review of regional
pedestrian link mapping. Further, we have begun
review of existing architectural heritage to develop a kit-of-parts complementary of existing key features of
the downtown area and assist in developing Urban Design Guidelines that speak specifically to the
strengths of Renfrew’s downtown.

2.4

COMMUNITY QUESTIONNAIRE

A Downtown Streetscape Master Plan questionnaire focused on gaining additional insight into the
community, their views and priorities, the history of Renfrew, and characteristics needed in the future
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streetscape replacement was prepared and distributed. The questionnaire and display boards have been
made available at the Town Hall, on the Town Website and at each of our public consultation events. To
date, preliminary feedback from the questionnaire has identified the following preferences:
Primary elements
Street Trees and Green Space
Generous Sidewalks
Walkability
Environmental Responsibility
Vibrant Retail Street
Focus on Heritage Character

Key considera ons
Public Art
Space for Community Events
Pedestrian Level Lighting
High Quality Street Furniture
Signage

Low Priority
Decorative Pavements
Parking
Restaurant Patios
Public Washrooms
Gateway or Entry Features
Year-round Public Activities
Figure 3: Selected images of to illustrate elements of the Plan

The Questionnaire was available to the public between October 2016 and December 31, 2016. A copy of the
Questionnaire and response received are is included in Appendix C and Appendix D.
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2.5

PUBLIC INFORMATION SESSION

On October 22, 2016, the project team attended FrewTober to host the first of three public engagement
sessions. Two design team members and one member
of Town staff were on-hand to introduce the project,
discuss opportunities and issues with community
members and receive feedback on preliminary themes
identified through graphic display boards.
Materials prepared included imagery of relevant
precedents, materials and concepts, considering such
elements as sustainability, durability of materials
selection, and lifecycle.
The purpose of this first public information session
was to:
•

Introduce the study, its purpose and outcome;

•

Present preliminary themes to be explored
regarding streetscape-landscape improvement
opportunities;

•

Consult the public to develop a cohesive
streetscape vision; and

•

To consult the public and stakeholders and
develop an understanding of stakeholder needs
so that the Master Plan can be responsive to the
needs of the local community.

Figure 4: Images from Frew-Tober public information
session.

Materials presented at the Public Information Session are included in Appendix E.

2.6

PUBLIC OPEN HOUSE

Informed by community input from the walking tour,
the Pubic Information Centre event on October 22,
2016 event, feedback to questionnaires, and industry
best practices and experiences, additional
presentation and engagement materials were
prepared.
MMM attended a Public Open House on December 6,
2016 to share preliminary findings of the project,
present guidelines for streetscape development
directly relevant to Renfrew and gain additional
community feedback regarding preliminary concepts.

Figure 5: Second public open house introduced key
concepts of the plan and sought community input
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The format of the meeting began with an open house, in which participants were able to speak directly
with the study team and review display boards presenting background information, preliminary concepts
and ‘kit of parts’. Participants were each given a set of red and green stickers as they entered the room and
encouraged to place stickers next to themes, concepts or images that they liked (or did not). The colour
coded responses serve to quickly inform the design team and attendees of strong themes developing
among respondents. Questionnaires were also available for attendees to complete.
Town Staff introduced the study, followed by a formal presentation by MMM Group outlining the
consultation efforts to date and an overview of the Guiding Principles that have been developed in
response to public input. Participants were able to ask questions, provide comments and engage in
discussion regarding the project process, key issues and preliminary design themes, concepts and
direction.
The purpose of this second public information session was to:
•

Present preliminary findings of questionnaire;

•

Identify themes regarding streetscape-landscape improvement opportunities;

•

Present preliminary ‘kit-of-parts’ and design concept in response to community input received to
date;

•

To provide additional opportunity for the public and stakeholders to provide input to the Master
Plan so it is responsive to the needs of the local community.

Materials presented at the Public Open House are included in Appendix F.

2.7

PUBLIC OPEN HOUSE – DRAFT MASTERPLAN PRESENTATION

MMM attended a Public Open House on April 18, 2017 to present the Draft Masterplan and Urban Design
Guidelines. The format of the meeting began with an open house, in which participants were able to speak
directly with the study team and review display boards presenting the overall plan, detailed enlargements
of key features of the proposed streetscape, representative cross sections and illustrations of the proposed
improvements.
Town Staff introduced the study, followed by a formal presentation by MMM Group outlining the
consultation efforts to date and an overview of the Key elements of the Plan that have been developed in
response to public input. Participants were able to ask questions, provide comments and engage in
discussion regarding the project process, key issues and implementation. Comment sheets were also
available for attendees to complete.
The purpose of this second public information session was to:
•

Present the Draft Masterplan and Urban Design Guidelines

•

Identify the key elements of the plan and an overview of implementation considerations

•

To provide additional opportunity for the public and stakeholders to provide feedback on the Plan.

Materials presented at the Public Open House are included in Appendix G.
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3.0 GUIDING PRINCIPLES
3.0

Guiding Principles

The design team is working to ensure the Downtown Streetscape Master Plan and Urban Design Guidelines
are building upon Urban Design Criteria identified in the CIP. These criteria are categorized as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Façade and Building Improvements;
Signage Criteria;
Property and Landscape Improvements;
Built Form, Massing and Scale.

To establish a feasible and implementable go-forward direction, eleven (11) Guiding Principles have been
developed as an extension and refinement of the Urban Design Criteria categories, with specific deference
to the built environment. The following Guiding Principles have been developed to inform the proposed
streetscape improvements and urban design guidelines.
1.

Encourage the use of trees, vegetation and
green space to define the streetscape and
create comfortable microclimate(s) along the
sidewalk (e.g. shade).

2.

Establish an enhanced pedestrian realm
through the use of a unified kit of parts –
paving materials, site furniture and lighting –
sensitive to the heritage character of
downtown Renfrew.

3.

Streetscape improvements shall maximize
universal accessibility and in consideration of Figure 6: Precedent image: street trees, generous
sidewalks, improved walkability and dynamic
the Accessibility for Ontarians with
storefronts are key objectives
Disabilities Act (AODA), including exploration
of opportunities to reduce steps from
sidewalk to existing buildings.

4.

Promote walkability within the downtown
and surrounding areas and encourage safe
and comfortable multi-modal transportation,
including walking, cycling, and vehicular
travel.

5.

Ensure the downtown public realm is
designed for year-round use, including
providing visual interest, flexibility of use,
and accommodating seasonal maintenance.

Figure 7: Precedent image: Public art that provides
form and function
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6.

Protect, restore and/or repair character
defining elements (e.g. building facades;
signage).

7.

Foster a strong identity by highlighting
unique landmarks and incorporate elements
such as public art and lighting to accept
historical/building features.

8.

Way-finding elements and signage shall be
intuitive and informative and create a ‘Senseof-Place’ unique to Renfrew and its
downtown destinations.

9.

Figure 8: Protect and restore heritage building
facades

Consider the proportions of the street and
sidewalk such that the relationship between
built form and the street are consistent and
unified. Raglan Street South (Highway 60) is a
major thoroughfare to the Provincial Highway
system, and allowing the free flow of
vehicular traffic along this route is a key
consideration. On-street parking is to be
maintained and integrated on both sides of
Raglan Street South.

10. Minimize visual impact of utility uses (i.e.
loading areas and off-street parking) by
encouraging them to happen at the back of
buildings, away from the main street. Use
vegetation to screen these areas. Ensure
pedestrian safety and visual sightlines for
pedestrians, cyclists and motorists are
maintained.

Figure 9: Wayfinding kiosks with maps orient
visitors and contribute to sense of place

11. Preserve and maintain existing views and
sightlines to and from significant
architectural, heritage and landscape
elements (i.e. the Post Office, Churches, view
to Swinging Bridge).

Figure 10: Maintain views to significant
architectural elements and Downtown features
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4.0

Community Connectivity & Key Links

Through site review and consultation with the community and Town Staff, a number of key intersections
and community linkages within the study area have been identified. As the Town moves forward with
implementation of aspects of the plan, these five (5) areas are seen as integral to reinforcing strong
community connectivity in the Downtown (refer to Figure 11). They include:
•

Raglan Street South (Highway 60) at Hall Avenue/Veterans Memorial Boulevard

•

Opeongo Road at Millennium Trail

•

Renfrew Avenue West at Raglan Street South (Highway 60), with connection to Millennium Trail

•

Raglan Street South (Highway 60) at Munroe with connection to future Algonquin trail

•

Raglan Street South (Highway 60) to the Swinging Bridge, museum and O’Brien Park

Figure 11: Location of key intersections and gateways

Each of these areas have similar elements proposed to increase their profile and provide visual cues for
wayfinding throughout the downtown. These elements are illustrated in detail in enlargement plans
provided and include:
•

Wayfinding kiosks to orient visitors to the Downtown

•

Improved pedestrian realm through consistent sidewalk materials and application;

•

Bike parking areas in vicinity of trail connections

•

Vegetation to screen utility areas and enhance significant views

•

Tactile warning surface indicators at pedestrian crossings for improved accessibility

SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS
There are three existing signalized intersections within the downtown core, at the intersection of Raglan
Street South (Highway 60) and Hall Avenue/Veterans Memorial Boulevard (jurisdiction of the County of
Renfrew); Raglan Street South (Highway 60) and Renfrew Avenue West and Raglan Street South (Highway
60) and Munroe Avenue. The Plan recommends minor improvements to the pedestrian realm in vicinity of
the these signalized intersections, including elements such as Tactile warning surface indicators at
depressed curbs and updated wayfinding kiosks to maintain an efficient and effective pedestrian and
vehicular network throughout the Downtown.
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PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS:
There are four (4) existing pedestrian crossings on Raglan Street South (Highway 60) in the Downtown
Core (refer to Figure 12). Site observation and consultation with community members and the Town
indicate that the majority of these intersections function effectively to allow pedestrians opportunity to
cross Raglan to access business and services. Because they are not signalized, they rely on the observation
of motorists to see and stop for pedestrians. These pedestrian crossings exist at the intersection of Raglan
Street South (Highway 60) and: 1) Patrick Avenue; 2) Railway Avenue; 3) Prince Avenue; and 4) Opeongo
Road.

Figure 12: Location of existing pedestrian crossings

The Ministry of Transportation of Ontario’s (MTO) Ontario Traffic Manual (OTM) Book 15 – Pedestrian
Crossing Treatments identifies standards for four types of Pedestrian Cross Overs (PXO’s) (A, B, C, and D).
Selection of the type by location depends on criteria including but not limited to posted speed limits;
number of vehicular travel lanes; and vehicular traffic volumes; and serve roads with low to moderate
vehicular volume (not exceeding 35,000 AADT). Further, OTM Book 15 recommends that PXO’s not be
installed within 200m of other signal protected crossings (with some exceptions).
The first three crossings are recommended to remain in their existing location, and consideration to add
appropriate pedestrian-controlled signalization per MTO guidelines. Opportunity to add an additional
crossing location to the south-east corner of Low Square is recommended to provide greater connectivity
at this location, and in support of an enhanced Low Square plaza.
Historically, there have been safety issues with the crossing at the Intersection of Opeongo Road and Raglan
Street South Due to the perceived safety issues for pedestrians crossing at this location, and given that it is
within 200m of the existing signalizes intersection at Hall/Veteran’s memorial, the Plan recommends
removal of this existing Pedestrian crossing and review of improvements to the existing signalized
intersection to improve pedestrian and vehicular movements through. A detailed functional design of this
intersection review by a qualified Transportation Engineering consultant is recommended.
A transportation study to review vehicular and pedestrian volumes and movements is recommended to
evaluate the appropriate type of PXO for each pedestrian crossing location.
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5.0

Streetscape & Urban Design Elements
5.1

ACCESSIBILITY

EXISTING CONDITIONS
Through an existing conditions review, it was
observed that the existing streetscape condition
within the downtown core does not meet the current
Accessibility Ontarians with Disabilities the AODA
requirements (refer to Figure 13). Standardizing the
sidewalk (path of travel geometry), improving surface
treatments, and enhancing the interface with
roadways (depressed curbs) is recommended to meet
and provide a safe and universally accessible public
realm.

OVERVIEW
All sidewalks are defined as exterior paths of travel in
accordance the Accessibility for Ontarians with
Disabilities Act (AODA). Per AODA reference guide for
Exterior Paths of Travel, the following standards
should be applied where possible to renewal of the
streetscape:

Figure 13: Images of existing sidewalk conditions

•

Head Room: Minimum 2,100 mm vertical clearance; Cane detectable guard or other barrier
should be provided where clearance is below 2,100 mm

•

Pathway Width: Minimum 1500 mm; preferred 1,800 mm clear. If less than 1,800 mm wide, 1,800
mm x 1,800 mm passing/turning spaces should be provided maximum 30 m apart

•

Entry points: 850 mm minimum clear opening at entry points (i.e. gates, between bollard(s), etc.)

•

Top of curb ramp: Minimum 1,200 mm clear depth at the top should be provided

•

Running slope: Maximum 1:20 (5%) Exceptions: Sidewalk beside roadway can be steeper than
1:20, but not steeper than slope of adjacent roadway

•

Cross slope: Maximum 1:20 for hard surfaces or maximum 1:10 for all other cases should be
provided

•

Surface: Firm, stable, and slip resistant surface should be provided Better Practice: Colour and
texture contrast used to define primary routes and assist with wayfinding

•

Surface openings: Should be designed to not allow passage of an object more than 12 mm in
diameter. Elongated openings are recommended to be oriented perpendicular to direction of
travel

•

Change in level: Change of 14 mm - 74 mm should be designed with a running slope of maximum
1:8 or a curb ramp; Change of 75 mm - 200 mm designed with a running slope of maximum 1:10
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or curb ramp; Change greater than 200 mm designed as a ramp. Better Practice: Level changes
should be minimized as much as possible
•

Street furniture: Garbage cans, newspaper boxes, bicycle racks etc. must be placed not to obstruct
the path of travel; Obstructions should be located on an adjacent boulevard

•

Stopping Places: Level stopping places should be located maximum 30 m apart along sloped
walkways

•

Open areas: Direct routes should be provided with distinct colour and texture where paths cross
open areas (i.e. large plazas)

•

Edge protection: Better Practice: Where walkway is adjacent to a sloped area or hazardous area
(e.g., water feature) a curb, railing or other barrier should be provided

Generally, exterior paths of travel are to be free of vertical obstructions, well lit and provide opportunities
for safe passage of pedestrians and those in mobility assist devices. Through road reconstruction there is
perceived opportunity to reduce the number of steps into buildings to promote seamless accessibility to
retail and services. Where steps cannot be eliminated due to grading constraints, the possibility to
introduce ramps for universal access within the road allowance must be reviewed and approved by a
Committee of Council. Construction of such a ramp will be at the sole discretion of the Town of Renfrew. If
an alternate accessible entrance is available, it should be clearly indicated/signed so the connection is
intuitive.

5.2

SIDEWALKS

EXISTING CONDITIONS
Sidewalks and paved areas throughout the downtown are reaching the end of their lifecycle and present
significant opportunity for improvement. The principal path of travel on Raglan Street is a concrete
sidewalk with form control joints, and in some locations exhibits signs of frost heave and cracking. The
sidewalk is bordered by a range of surface materials in the frontage and boulevard space – asphalt,
concrete and concrete unit pavers. Areas of concrete unit pavers are of particular concern, showing signs of
differential settling and damage, presenting trip hazards and having negative impact to universal
accessibility. Intersections are without tactile warning surface indicators at all depressed curbs. The path of
travel, boulevard and frontage spaces are not consistent in geometry or application, impacting navigability
of the pedestrian realm.

GEOMETRY
Streetscape cross section of the Primary Area illustrate a widened and consistent 2.0m sidewalk and a
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1.2m boulevard/utility strip, which will house site
furniture, lighting, trees and a place for snow storage
in winter months. Within the primary area this cross
section accommodates an average 0.75m wide
minimum frontage space for retail display/seating
allocated between the back of sidewalk and building
face throughout the downtown. This space varies
depending on building setbacks.
The 2.0m wide sidewalk (exterior path of travel) is to
be delineated by a continuous saw cut along each
edge. In addition, the boulevard space (+/- 1.2m back
of curb) and frontage space (width varies) be paved in
the same manner as the sidewalk in order to
contribute to the feeling of a more generous
pedestrian realm, provide universal accessibility
throughout the downtown core to a vibrant
downtown (retail frontage). Refer to Figure 14.

MATERIALS & APPLICATION
Per AODA, tactile warning strips shall be installed at
all pedestrian crossings and intersections. Tactile
warning shall be cast iron( Figure 15). The colour
contrast between the cast iron and natural coloured
concrete provide additional visual cue to the
intersections.

2.7M
1.2M
2.0M
PARKING
SIDEWALK
Figure 14: Typical sidewalk cross section in Primary
Area

All paved pedestrian areas (sidewalk; boulevard; and
frontage) should be a monolithic poured broom-finish
concrete, natural colour, with saw cut joints (Figure
16). No decorative paver treatments are
recommended in the plan.

CONSIDERATIONS
Saw cut joints parallel to the path of travel shall
delineate the 2.0m clear sidewalk (path of travel) from Figure 15: Tactile Warning Surface Indicator
frontage and boulevard space. A contrasting joint/saw
cut pattern may further visually delineate the areas.

Figure 16: Saw-cut concrete sidewalk.
Source: Trademark Concrete
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5.3

PARKING

EXISTING CONDITIONS
Downtown Renfrew benefits from a solid inventory of on-street and off-street parking areas, with the
majority of parking behind the buildings that are facing on Raglan Street (Highway 60). Existing parking is
in close proximity to businesses and services and maintaining its general location and arrangement is
integral to supporting the success and vibrancy of the Downtown economy.
There are approximately 127 on-street parking spaces in the Downtown Core on Raglan Street South
(Highway 60). The dimensions of the stalls are not consistent and through consultation with the public it
was identified that many of the stalls are too small to accommodate larger size vehicles (pick-up trucks in
particular). Further, through review of the on-street parking, it was identified that not all stalls meet the
Town of Renfrew Parking by-law with respect to the offset from intersections.
A detailed parking needs analysis was not conducted as part of this study. A cursory parking inventory was
conducted (see Appendix I) through site observation and review of aerial photography, indicating a strong
inventory of existing parking (combined on and off-street), through inconsistent size/spacing of stalls and
lots. Refinement of on-and off-street parking geometry and arrangement would be beneficial to the
functionality of the parking, and may result in some efficiencies and opportunity for additional stalls.

OVERVIEW
A strong parking strategy is key to supporting a vibrant local economy and downtown community
initiatives. Renfrew benefits from a solid inventory of on-street and off-street parking areas, with the
majority of parking behind the buildings that are facing on Raglan Street (Highway 60). A net-zero change
to the quantity of available on-street parking in the study area is recommended. Parking stall locations are
to be organized and applied consistently across the corridor.

GEOMETRY AND APPLICATION
Each on-street stall should be 2.7m wide x 6.7m long.
Where possible, the length of the on-street parking
stalls will be increased to a maximum of 7.0m (Refer
to Figure 14). All parking spaces are identified in this
Plan in keeping with the Town’s Parking By-law,
including offset from intersections, driveways and
pedestrian crossings.
Figure 17: Typical on-street parking configuration
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There are currently four (4) off-street Municipal
Parking lots, and numerous private- off-street parking
areas. Municipal off-street parking spaces should be
reviewed and renewed as part of ongoing downtown
improvement efforts, with private lots reviewed as
property owners undertake improvements. The
standard geometry for an off-street parking stall
(non-parallel) should be minimum 2.7m wide and
6.0m long (Refer to Figure 15).
Screening of public and private off-street parking
areas (rear lots) is strongly encouraged through the
use of vegetation and street trees. Additionally,
Figure 18: Typical off-street parking configuration
landscape treatments should be used to help define
pedestrian routes adjacent to parking areas, and to break up any large parking areas.
Designated barrier-free on-street parking is recommended including aisles at the ends of select stalls for
rear-loading accessible vehicles. Dimensions for barrier-free loading zone as illustrated on the plan are
1.5m x 2.7m. Six barrier-free parking spaces are identified on the Plan through the core in proximity to
services (i.e. Library, Post Office). This represents approximately 5% of available on-street parking,
consistent with industry best practice and the Town of Renfrew Zoning By-Law.

CONSIDERATIONS
Parking in close proximity to business and along storefronts is integral to supporting the success and
vibrancy of the Downtown economy. A net-zero change to the quantity of available parking is
recommended.

5.4

STREET TREES

EXISTING CONDITIONS
Many of the existing street trees are in poor condition, exhibiting suppressed canopy vigor, trunk damage,
broken and/or truncated limbs, and overall poor health due to urban growing conditions and application of
items like electrical conduit and signage directly to the trees. Refer also to “Visual Inspection of Trees on
Raglan Street” report dated August 19th, 2015 and prepared by M.J. Enright & Sons Tree Services Inc.
Further, the extent of the anticipated infrastructure works and road/sidewalk reconstruction is expected to
have negative impact on the health of the trees. Opportunity to provide improved growing conditions and
select appropriate species for the streetscape exists through the street infrastructure renewal efforts.
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OVERVIEW
Through public consultation, the community
expressed desire to increase the amount of green
space throughout the downtown. Street trees are
proposed within the 1.2m boulevard space along
Raglan Street (Highway 60) to provide seasonal
greening and shade. Additional tree planting is
proposed in the secondary areas to enhance the
overall canopy cover within the downtown district.
Enhanced curbed planting pits to a minimum
dimension of 1.2m wide x 1.2m deep x 3.0m long
(Figure 19), with additional structured soil cells
beneath the proposed sidewalk in the Primary area
proposed. Curbed pits assist in promoting tree health
by mitigating the migration of salt into the planting
area and reducing the compaction of soils around the
tree base by foot traffic and maintenance equipment,
as well as providing space for other vegetation
(perennial or annual Planting) that contributes
positively to streetscape greening. Further, the curb
provide a buffer space around the tree to reduce
possible damage to the trunk by snow removal
equipment, securing of bikes or to the trees etc.

Figure 19: Typical street tree in boulevard space
with curbed planting pit.

Alternatively the Town may choose to employ the use of tree grates and tree guards in the downtown core.
In areas where salt application is used for winter maintenance, trees planted in a tree grate condition will
require flushing of the soil annually. As the available soil volume for a tree in a tree grate condition is less
than that planted in a curbed pit as described above, the use of structed soil pits is strongly recommended
to promote vitality of the street trees. Tree grates may be subject to damage by snow removal equipment,
and should be reviewed annually to ensure they sit level with the surrounding sidewalk to maintain
universal accessibility.

CONSIDERATIONS
Appropriate species selection and provisions for adequate soil volume is integral to the success of trees
planted in urban environments. Refer to Appendix M for a recommended species list. The design intent is
to maintain regular spacing of trees (specifically on Raglan Street (Highway 60)) that alternates with street
lights, while aiming to limit interference with parked cars and sightlines at intersections.
Structural/engineered soil or products such as Silva Cells are recommended for all new tree plantings in an
urban streetscape condition, particularly along Raglan Street South (Highway 60). These products provide
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improved growing conditions for urban trees, while providing a structurally supportive base for
infrastructure (Figure 7) such as sidewalks and vehicular traffic. Their effectiveness in improving the
growth rate, health and ultimate size of urban trees is well documented. Employing these or equivalent
technologies in the planting of street trees throughout the Downtown Core is recommended.
A continuous planting pit within the boulevard (and beneath the proposed sidewalk) utilizing a structured
soil cell system is recommended as it provides the best opportunity for long term tree vitality. The design
and detailing of this component should be designed in coordination with proposed below-grade utilities
within the streetscape right-of-way. Success of the street trees is dependent on adequate and ongoing
maintenance.

5.5

VEGETATION

Vegetation and greenspace were identified as key
priorities for the community. There are a number of
existing displays throughout the downtown including
freestanding planters and hanging baskets on light
poles that provide seasonal interest and reinforce the
character of the downtown. In addition to the
implementation of street trees identified in item (4),
this plan recommends enhancing the existing
vegetation by greening of the streetscape in the
following ways:
Freestanding/movable planters
The downtown district benefits from a number of
‘pocket’s’ adjacent the primary path of travel that
provide opportunity for placement of freestanding
and movable planters. These elements would receive
seasonal planting displays, and in small groupings
would contribute positively to the character of the
downtown while providing greening.
Curbed Planting Areas
Curbed planting areas are suggested at select
locations to increase greening in the downtown core.
All planting pits should have a raised curb to prevent
pedestrian cut through, and disturbance by
maintenance vehicles. All planting areas should
include hardy drought tolerant evergreen and
perennial species. Automatic irrigation is
recommended.

Figure 20: Precedent image of freestanding seasonal
planters

Figure 21: Precedent image of curbed planting pit
for street trees
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Vegetated Stormwater Management
There is the opportunity to consider integrated vegetated stormwater management. Where site grading
allows, vegetated infiltration areas could be introduced through an integrated engineering solution. The
analysis and potential for this treatment should be discussed early in subsequent design phases and in
coordination with future below-grade utility works. This is perceived most feasible in the secondary areas,
where vegetated stormwater infiltration areas for rear parking lots is integrated with parking lot screening.
Considerations
Soil volume, selection of appropriate species, soil quality and maintenance programs are critical to the
success of these planting areas. Irrigation (permanent or manual) should be a consideration to help
maintain the plantings through the summer, and to minimize potential damage/loss from winter snow
loading, salt-tolerant species should be selected. For these areas to have maximum visual impact, seasonal
colour, winter interest, and overall massing should be considered.

5.6

SITE FURNITURE

EXISTING CONDITIONS
A review of the existing site furniture – benches, bike racks, waste receptacles and lighting – throughout the
downtown was completed. Through this evaluation, it was identified that there are number of different
styles and applications of street furniture, and that some of the elements (in particular the light pole bases)
were reaching the end of their life cycle. The overall character of the downtown could be enhanced through
consistent application of a family of site-furnishings that provides improved aesthetics, accessibility and
reduced maintenance.

OVERVIEW – SITE FURNITURE PROGRAM
Through community consultation, one of the key Guiding Principles established focuses on enhancing the
pedestrian realm through the use of a unified kit of parts – including site furniture. Site furniture proposed
as part of this plan complements the heritage character of downtown Renfrew in form, material and colour,
and is durable, functional, and easy to maintain.

SEATING
Seating is a key component of a complete street - providing places to meet and rest. Through community
consultation, seating was identified as a necessary to be retained and improved Downtown streetscape.
Providing seating adjacent to major routes of travel and at key intersections contributes to animation of the
streetscape. Proposed seating locations are shown on the overall Masterplan in Appendix J and detail
plans in Appendix K.

Benches are to be made of durable, long wearing materials that provide for year-round comfort and ease of
maintenance. The recommended bench is constructed from solid cast aluminum, powder coated black,
with solid hardwood slats seat and back.
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The recommended bench is a 6’ Long Maglin
MLB300W. This pre-assembled bench can be surface
mounted and secured directly into the concrete
sidewalk/plaza. All benches should be installed so
that the seat is level end to end.

CONSIDERATIONS
Location: Bench seating is proposed at regular
intervals along the streetscape within the boulevard,
and at key intersection locations within the frontage
space. This provides adequate space for pedestrians
to circulate and creates small areas of animation
throughout the Downtown core, while ensuring
benches are set safely back from the intersections.

Figure 22: Proposed bench – Maglin MLB 300w

Placement: Ideally, benches should be placed such
that a seated person has a view to the intersection
and/or streetscape. Benches should have arms to
allow persons with mobility issues to get up and
down with ease. Additionally, a 1.0m x 1.0m
‘companion seating’ area should be provided adjacent Figure 23: Provide companion seating area next to
each bench to accommodate wheelchairs and strollers benches
(refer to Figure 23).
Other seating: Moveable seating and tables (café -style /picnic tables) is also recommended to provide
flexible seating arrangement at appropriate locations (adjacent café ’s/restaurants) or in the Town Square.

WASTE RECEPTACLES
Waste receptacles have been selected to accommodate
both conventional trash and recycling options. The
recommended aesthetic will complement existing
architecture and proposed streetscape elements creating a unified appearance.

MATERIALS & APPLICATION
Receptacles should be durable and able to withstand
the elements - powder coated steel is recommended.
Paint colour should be black to complement heritage
architecture within the downtown and provide visual
connection with other site furniture and lighting. All
receptacles shall be surface mounted to concrete.
The recommended receptacle is the Maglin MRC203series three-bin receptacle (Figure 24) will

Figure 24: Maglin MRC203-series three-stream
waste receptacle. Recommended colour: Black.
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accommodate trash, paper and cans/bottles. The unit reinforces a streamlined
uncluttered look to the streetscape and reduces the number of units required to be
maintained. In areas where a single-use unit is desired, the Maglin MLWR250
receptacle (Figure 25) has the same aesthetic and profile as the combined bin and
would accommodate a 35” x 50” bag consistent with existing Town maintenance
practices . This unit could be used in combination with recycling units to meet
Town waste disposal requirements.
Figure 25: Maglin MLWR250 single-stream waste
receptacle. Recommended colour: Black

CONSIDERATIONS
Waste receptacles should be located within designated boulevard space and aligned with the ends of
parking stalls to minimize potential to negatively impact the opening of car doors or pedestrian travel. All
waste receptacles should be located away from seating areas but within close proximity to intersections
and adjacent to main paths of travel. All receptacles shall be installed level.
The overall Masterplan in Appendix J and detail plans in Appendix K identify concept locations for waste
receptacles.

BOLLARDS
Bollards should be considered where a flush condition occurs when a pedestrian/vehicular conflict may be
perceived. Removable bollards may also be used to create event or community space at select locations.
Bollards should be durable, black painted metal to contribute to a unified downtown streetscape in
coordination with other street furniture.

BIKE PARKING
OVERVIEW
There are key trail connections (existing and future) in vicinity of Downtown Renfrew. Provision of
efficient and centrally located bike parking facilities will contribute positively to encouraging cyclists to
visit to the downtown. Key bike plaza locations have been identified in the Masterplan that provide
intuitive visual and physical connection to the larger trail and road networks. As identified in section 4.0
circulation – the consideration of designating Plaunt and or Argyle as cycling routes to provide safer
connection to and through the Downtown is recommended. Cyclists will function as vehicles within the
downtown core (in the travel lane) or as pedestrians by walking their bike on the sidewalk.
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MATERIALS & APPLICATION
The recommended bike rack – Maglin MRB200
(Figure 27) – has refined geometry, providing flexible
bike parking without impacting flow of traffic or
cluttering the view of the street. Bike racks may also
serve as Public Art in select areas.
Bike parking is recommended to be throughout the
Downtown with in small groups at key intersections.
To reduce impact to winter maintenance activities
(snow removal) it is recommended bike racks be in
groups in ‘bike plaza’ areas, so that snow removal
equipment can manoeuver around the racks.

Figure 26: Maglin MRB200 bike rack.
Recommended colour: black

If bike racks are desired at select locations within the boulevard space, they should be located at the end of
the parking stalls so as to avoid impact to people getting in and out of cars. The Plans included in
Appendix J and Appendix M identify concept locations for bike racks.

CONSIDERATIONS
Recommended bike racks are made from high quality steel. It is recommended that the racks be painted
black to match other site furniture and reduce future maintenance and repair. The rack is under 1.0m tall
and 0.5m wide and will fit well within the proposed streetscape geometry.
Direct burial is the recommended option in order to reduce ongoing maintenance and damage to the
securement of the rack. Surface mount options for the proposed rack are available. The racks should be
installed in coordination with the proposed concrete sidewalk to eliminate disturbance of new concrete
work.

5.7

SIGNAGE

EXISTING CONDITIONS
There is a wide range of signage types and application existing throughout the downtown. Existing street
signage is an appropriate style for the character for the area, and a feature that is worth retaining.
Storefront signage varies greatly including lettering, painted signs and illuminated signs. Some of these –
the illuminated signs in particular – do not contribute the overall heritage character of the Downtown core.
The existing wayfinding map signage (at the library and post office) is outdated and falling into a state of
disrepair. This element is a key consideration in orienting visitors to the downtown business and services
and requires improvement.

OVERVIEW
Signage is an integral component of way-finding, attractions and parking. One of the guiding principles
established through public consultation is to enhance the way-finding program in Downtown Renfrew
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including elements and signage that area intuitive and informative and create a ‘Sense-of-Place’ unique to
Renfrew and its Downtown destinations.
Wayfinding signage is essential to provide residents and visitors information about the downtown
business, services and facilities including map kiosk and directional signage. Wayfinding signage includes:
1.
2.

3.

Street signage: Existing downtown street signage is reflective of the heritage character of the
downtown and should be maintained.
Kiosk signage: Map-format signage is proposed in four (4) locations as identified on the plans.
Existing Town graphic style should be considered for use in coordinated manner with an overall
signage strategy.
Directional Pedestrian Signage: A traditional ‘signpost’ format, these signs point to major
features and attractions within the Downtown and surrounding area, i.e. Town Hall, Post Office,
O’Brien Theatre, etc. Design is required to identify and map downtown in a coordinated manner.

Permanent storefront signs should reference the
heritage character of the downtown. Use of neon or
Backlit illuminated signs are discouraged. Where
possible, pedestrian-oriented signage (perpendicular to
the path of travel) should be introduced to assist in
way-finding and contribute positively to downtown
character. The combination of these will provide for
both orientation and direction for residents and visitors
alike. Refer also to Section 9.2 Signage Criteria of the
CIP.
Temporary signage for retail (‘A’-frame sign) should be
applied in limited quantities and keeping with the
heritage character. Temporary signage is to be displayed
in the frontage or boulevard space only, so as not to
impact the clear path of travel.
Private-off street signage include signage installed by
a property owner to advertise parking/entrance
locations for their business.
All signage is to conform to Town by-laws, notably ByLaw No. 19-95, as amended. Refer also to Section 9.0
Urban Design Guidelines.

MATERIALS & APPLICATION
Signage should be made of durable, hard wearing
materials that will withstand the elements. Permanent
signage shall be secured with tamper resistant
fasteners.

Figure 27: Precedent images. Top Left: Pedestrianoriented retail signage; Bottom Left: A-Frame
temporary signage; Right: Map kiosk wayfinding
signage.
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CONSIDERATIONS
Signage materials and lettering should be selected to be complementary of the overall downtown character
and site furniture kit-of-parts, utilizing colours and robust materials (i.e. metal/wood) that will reinforce
the heritage character of the downtown. Wayfinding signage in particular should provide both a graphic
and written description of key features and attractions, and have a hierarchy of graphics and text to meet
current Accessibility standards for legibility

5.8 LIGHTING
EXISTING CONDITIONS
Existing street lighting provides functional illumination of the roadway and decorative lighting of the
pedestrian realm. The combination of roadway height fixtures and pedestrian height fixtures is seen as
desirable and should be maintained. Spacing of the poles is not consistent through the downtown, and is
recommended to be reviewed through a detailed
lighting study to ensure adequate lighting levels are
provided. The existing poles are in good condition, but
exhibiting some colour fade. The pole base covers are
showing signs of wear and many require replacement.
Through the development of this Plan, the Town
identified that replacement of luminaries is
anticipated to convert to LED technology. Re-use the
existing poles as a cost-saving measure is desired.

STREET LIGHTING
The plan proposes to maintain and reinforce a rhythm
to the streetscape through consistency of roadway
and pedestrian lighting application. Future design is
recommended to include pole-mounted fixtures in
conformance with current Transportation Association
of Canada (TAC) and Illumination Engineering Society
(IES) North America guidelines. It is recommended
the Town undertake a lighting study prior to detailed
design to confirm the type, spacing and mounting
height require to achieve light levels to meet TAC and
IES standards. The recommended pole and fixture is
mindful of Town maintenance considerations.

MATERIALS AND APPLICATION
To provide adequate and attractive roadway and
pedestrian illumination, with minimal intrusive uplighting (Dark Sky friendly), a full cut-off flat glass LED
luminaire is recommended to provide for

Figure 28: Lumca Concept Series light pole
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sustainability and efficiency. The recommended is from the LUMCA Concept series (Figure 29). Each pole
will have two fixtures – one for roadway lighting, and a second pedestrian scale fixture for accent lighting. A
simple pole with a narrow profile will minimize the intrusion into the pedestrian realm. Installing the pole
base on an elevated concrete base will reduce the potential damage to the pole base cover by snow removal
equipment. The suggested colour is black, in keeping with other site furniture elements proposed
throughout the downtown core.

OTHER LIGHTING
The Town and Downtown Business currently incorporate lighting into seasonal which contributes
positively to the animation of the downtown streetscape. Continuation of these efforts are encouraged.
Through re-design of the downtown, providing power to tree planting pits would provide more
opportunity for seasonal lighting of street trees.
Additional lighting may be provided at main gathering spaces including but not limited to: Low Square, in
front of the post office, in front of the Library, etc., to improve safety for users and accent building facades
or other site features.

CONSIDERATIONS
Accessories, including banner arms and hanging baskets are available in Lumca Concept series, and
recommended, on Raglan Street South (Highway 60) between Munroe and Hall (the downtown district).
These decorative elements contribute positively the vibrancy of the streetscape. Banner elements should
be installed perpendicular to the path of travel so that they are visible to the pedestrian and to reinforce
the view down the length of Raglan Street South (Highway 60).
Spacing will be as required to meet adequate lighting levels per the above guidelines. The design intent is
to maintain regular spacing of light poles (specifically on Raglan Street (Highway 60)) that alternates with
street trees, while aiming to limit interference with parked cars by locating at the end of on-street stalls,
and to minimize light spill into the residences of the upper floors of existing buildings. Through a review of
the existing lighting conditions, existing pole spacing may be subject to change.
Add-ons to some poles (including the one illustrated in Figure 28) are available to provide wi-fi signals or
sound systems. The Town may wish to consider phased implementation of these elements as budgets
allow.
There is perceived opportunity to reuse the existing poles and to retrofit with lower profile and more
durable base covers and LED fixtures. It is recommended the Town should engage the services of a lighting
supplier to consider overall-cost benefit of retrofit of existing pole vs. replacement, particularly in
consideration of life cycle of the existing poles, opportunities for retrofit of LED fixtures and future options
for Wi-Fi and sound. Should retrofit of existing poles be the preferred option through detailed design
evaluation, it is recommended that any elements of the existing poles be repainted (powder coated) to
match the new site furnishings and improve their appearance.
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5.9 PUBLIC ART
OVERVIEW
Public art contributes positively to creating a unique sense of place, and there are a number of good
examples of public art within the downtown core already (i.e. murals at the Library entrance; on the side of
223 Raglan) that should be highlighted and complemented with future works.
Three types of Public Art are considered in this Plan:
•

Functional art (i.e. sculptural bike racks)

•

Standalone art (i.e. statue or sculpture)

•

Murals

There are a number of ‘urban walls’ throughout the downtown (i.e the west side of the Sears building) that
could benefit from introduction of murals or visual features to make the façade more visible. Urban wall
opportunities are identified on the Overall Masterplan in Appendix J.
Future public art should be considered carefully to
ensure that it is contextually appropriate and
reinforces positive use of public space, and is mindful
of the Town’s heritage.

CONSIDERATIONS
Functional public art that contributes positively to the
animation of the streetscape is encouraged. Points of
inspiration may be drawn from existing cultural
features and landmarks such as the Post office
building or the Swinging Bridge.). As an example,
benches that reference architectural details of
heritage buildings, or bike racks that are playful in
colour or shape could be considered.

Figure 29: Precedent images - functional public art
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5.10 BUILDING FAÇADES
The objective of the Plan is to complement the
character of existing building facades in Downtown
with a simplified streetscape program. The
architectural character of the Downton is well
established and naturally defines the District with a
strong relationship to the street. Wherever possible,
the heritage character and unique architectural
features of buildings within the downtown core is to
be maintained. This includes restoration of features
and façades as required, as well as complementary
material selection. The use of brick, stone and wood
(or hardy-board) are recommended materials. Use of
vinyl siding is discouraged.
Figure 30: Existing heritage building facade

Façade treatments, including signage, awnings and
seasonal displays should be selected to be complementary of the building character. Unique lettering,
complementary colours and robust materials (i.e. metal/wood) serve to reinforce the character of the
downtown.
Throughout the downtown there are a number of ‘urban walls’ – blank building facades that face the street.
These areas provide unique opportunity for public art, or through renovation, enhanced fenestration.
Through appropriate use of vegetation, the impact of blank facades can also be mitigated. Future
development should consider fenestration and material selection to avoid large expanse of urban wall
facing the public realm.
The urban design guidelines developed as part of this plan describe in greater detail building massing, form
and application of materials for future developments that will serve to preserve and enhance the character
of the downtown as future development occurs.

5.11 SITE PROGRAMMING
The Plan provides for a range of site programming elements through a simplification of the public realm
and consistent application of geometry.

FRONTAGE SPACE
Frontage space is designed to provide flexible amenity space at the back of the sidewalk (path of travel).
This area could be used for retail display space, café seating (where adequate width permits), or for event
programming (i.e. sidewalk sales, art displays, snow sculptures). This will help to animate the streetscape
year round, while maintaining safe and accessible pedestrian route.
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PATIOS
In addition to café style seating in the Frontage space,
at select locations throughout the downtown core,
sidewalk patios are perceived desirable to provide
animation at the street level and promote economic
development of the Downtown restaurants. A number
of existing site patios are permitted within the
downtown, in some cases which re-route pedestrian
traffic into the parking space through use of a
boardwalk style path.
Alternatively, the Town could consider permitting
patio’s to be designed to occupy the equivalent of two
parking spaces. This would provide for uninterrupted
Figure 31: Precedent image - on-street patio
path of travel along the sidewalk and animate both
sides of the pedestrian realm. The site geometry
required would be the same as existing condition. It is recommended that the Town develop a standard for
on-street patios that is consistent with the kit of parts for the downtown in terms of materials and colour.

COMMUNITY SQUARE
The Plan illustrates an enhanced Low Square and
corner plaza in vicinity of the Town Library. This
concept is a suggested enhancement to the Town
Centre with the intent to provide a flexible, yearround space for community event programming. By
strengthening the intersection of Railway and Raglan,
the relationship between the plaza and the street
provides a variety of opportunities – for ‘art in the
park’ events; Remembrance Day services; festivals;
seasonal events – where Railway Street functions as
an extension of the Square.

Figure 32: Frew-tober Craft Beer and Food Truck
festival

Key features of this plaza include improved line of sight and pedestrian connection to the Cenotaph and the
entrance to Town hall. Retention of existing trees (which could serve as opportunity for seasonal lighting)
and concrete paving treatment similar to that proposed along Raglan to provide a seamless aesthetic and
universally accessible open space. An open lawn space is provided to allow for flexible opportunities –
yoga in the park, picnic spots, space for tents during larger events etc., and a space for picnic tables is
provided for casual or event use. Bike parking and bench seating are also provided.
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5.12 CIRCULATION
Existing vehicular and pedestrian circulation through the downtown is generally efficient and effective. The
overall geometry of the downtown streets provides adequate space for a generous pedestrian realm, as
well as on-street parking and vehicular movements. This plan proposes to maintain the overall curb-to
curb geometry on Raglan Street (Highway 60), including on-street parking and vehicular lanes. Pedestrian
circulation is expected to improve through consistent application of a 2.0m path of travel on Raglan Street
(Highway 60), and 1.5m path of travel (sidewalk on side streets and secondary areas). Further, through a
simplification of the sidewalk paving material (score cut concrete) and designation of a consistent 1.2m
boulevard space for all street furniture, the pedestrian realm will feel larger.
The introduction of consolidated bike parking areas near trail connections will improve opportunity for
cycling connections in the downtown core. Further, the consideration of future designation Argyle Street
(between Opeongo Road and the future Algonquin Trail) as designated north-south routes through the core
(through signage and road painting) would reducing potential conflict between cyclists and motorists on
Raglan Street (Highway 60).

Figure 33: Raglan Street South (Highway 60) – proposed streetscape cross-section
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5.13 MAINTENANCE
The Plan has been developed in consideration of Town maintenance practices and future requirements. An
overall consolidation and simplification of the streetscape is aimed at reducing required maintenance
activity and costs over the long term. Standardization of pedestrian walkway widths; consistent application
of site furniture type, size and colour; selection of LED light fixtures are some examples of the permanent
fixtures of the plan that are perceived to have positive impacts on maintenance.
Street trees and vegetation are two elements of the plan that will require seasonal and ongoing
maintenance to maintain their health. Ensuring trees and placement areas in the primary area receive
adequate water in the establishment period and through periods of drought will be integral to the health
and vigor of the trees. Seasonal planting will require some consideration of appropriate species and
microclimatic conditions.
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6.0

Primary Area

Raglan Street (Highway 60), between Lochiel Street and Hall Avenue is the ‘Primary area’. Within this
segment of the study area, there are two perceived ‘districts’ – the Downtown commercial district between
Hall Avenue and Munroe, and a transitional residential district between Monroe and Lochiel Street.
The plan defines a different, but complementary streetscape character for each of these areas. As the
existing commercial district of the downtown, Raglan Street (Highway 60) is characterized by its historical
3-4 storey architecture, natural brick and stone building facades and strong relationship of buildings to the
street. A wide range of business and services contribute to the dynamic character of the streetscape.

Figure 34: Concept sketch - Primary Area

The approach to the Plan is to enhance this character through a simplification of the streetscape. Defining
features of the Plan for Raglan Street South (Highway 60) include:
•

Standard 2.0m-wide sidewalk;

•

1.2m-wide paved boulevard to house utilities and site furniture;

•

Columnar species street tree planting in curbed planters;

•

Frontage space for retail display;

•

Complementary family of site furnishings;

•

Retention of vibrant retail/services;

•

Seasonal interest (signage/lighting/vegetation/patios).
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Raglan Street North (Highway 60), North of Munroe has a distinctly more residential character, and as
such the streetscape design reflects that. Key features include:
•

Standard 2.0m-wide sidewalk;

•

1.2m-wide sod boulevard where feasible;

•

Select street tree planting with canopy species

•

Retention of retail/services;

•

Widened sidewalk east of Munroe on the West side to provide multi-use pathway connection to
future Algonquin trail.

Figure 35: Raglan Street North Streetscape Geometry and Key Elements
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7.0

Secondary areas

CONNECTING STREETS
The connecting streets are the transition between the main commercial core and the surrounding
residential areas.
The plan proposes to enhance their walkability and streetscape character through:
•

Application of a consistent 1.5m broom finish score cut concrete sidewalk;

•

Pedestrian plaza areas at the intersection of these streets with Raglan where space allows;

•

Opportunity for event space within the road right of way (parking next to paved boulevard)

Defining features of the connecting streets include:
•

Realigned curb (as required) to achieve standard 1.5m (minimum) wide sidewalk;

•

Renewed facades through architectural enhancement, vegetation or or public art;

•

Seasonal interest (signage/lighting/vegetation/patios)

Figure 36: Representative Cross Section of Connecting Street

PLAUNT & ARGYLE
The secondary study areas are distinctly residential in character, with more space between buildings,
smaller scale structures and larger setbacks from the street. Additionally, there are more instances of
overhead power wires, driveways and a predominance of off-street parking in back of Raglan Street
(Highway 60) retail.
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The plan proposes to enhance their walkability and streetscape character of these areas through:
•

Application of a consistent 1.5m broom finish score cut concrete sidewalk with depressed curbs
and TWSI’s at intersections;

•

Maintaining the heritage character of the architecture, and enhancing it through redevelopment;

•

Street Parking on one side;

•

Vegetated screening of off-street parking and ‘back of house’ areas;

•

Pedestrian crossings to connect to existing and future multi-use trail networks;

•

Introduction of site furniture from the same family of furnishings as the primary area at select
locations.

The secondary areas/streets may be used as detour routes in circumstances where Raglan Street is closed
for events, maintenance or construction activities. Detailed engineering design shall consider truck
movements and turning radii from Raglan to secondary areas.
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8.0

Phasing and implementation

The overall intent of this Plan is to provide a guideline for future streetscape improvements. While it is
desirable to implement elements described in this Plan in coordination with infrastructure works, all
elements of the streetscape improvement may be phased in over time. The following phased
implementation is recommended.

PHASE 1
REVITALIZATION OF RAGLAN STREET (HIGHWAY 60)
It is anticipated and recommended that this phase be the first to occur in coordination with renewal of
below-grade infrastructure services. This phase may
include underground water, sanitary and storm sewer
services and electrical utilities. As a result of the
upgrade of the underground services, the streetscape
elements, such as the road, sidewalk, boulevard, street
trees, lighting, site furniture (benches, waste and
recycling receptacles, bike racks, etc.) will be
upgraded as budgets permits. This phase of the
project is dependent on the approval of Federal
and/or Provincial funding.
Figure 37: Concept sketch - Raglan Street South
(Highway 60)

Figure 38: Concept Sketch - Birds Eye View - Raglan Street South (Highway 60)
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PHASE 2
WAYFINDING/GATEWAY PLAZAS
It is recommended that wayfinding and gateway plazas be implemented concurrently with Phase 1 as an
extension of the surface treatment reinstatement resultant of utility upgrades. Site furniture and signage
elements are recommended installed as part of this phase, dependent on available funding. Wayfinding
elements and site furniture in these plaza may be implemented over several years, with elements
introduced on an annual basis as funding allows.

Figure 39: Location of proposed wayfinding/gateway plazas

PHASE 3
PLAUNT, ARGYLE AND CONNECTING STREETS
It is anticipated that this phase will occur subsequent to Phase 1 and may be dependent on the approval of
Federal and/or Provincial funding or the availability of Municipal Budget. It is recommended that the Town
make individual property owners aware of the Plan so that they may undertake improvements in support
of the Plan objectives as part of individual renewal efforts.

PHASE 4
LOW SQUARE
It is anticipated that this phase will occur subsequent to Phase 1 and may be dependent on the approval of
Federal and/or Provincial funding or the availability of Municipal Budget. The concept shown in this plan
addresses feedback received through public consultation efforts for the Downtown Streetscape Masterplan.
It is recommended that the Town engage the community in a consultation process specifically to identify
the needs and opportunities of Low Square renewal to provide a purposeful and multi-functional
community space. This may be done in coordination with any future building improvements to the Town
Hall.
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9.0 Urban Design Guidelines
9.1

PURPOSE

The Downtown Renfrew Urban Design Guidelines (the Guidelines) are intended to ensure that any future
development, infill and intensification within Downtown Renfrew contribute to the desirable long-term
revitalization of the Downtown core. These Guidelines complement the overall Streetscape Master Plan for
Downtown Renfrew, which provides a clear vision and detailed program for public realm improvements.
While the Streetscape Master Plan focuses on the public realm, these Guidelines provide comprehensive
guidance for private property improvements.
These guidelines also build upon and complement the design principles and criteria contained in the
Renfrew Community Improvement Plan (CIP). The CIP provides a set of financial incentives and design
criteria to help encourage improvement and investment in the downtown core, in a manner that is
consistent with a set of stated design principles.

9.2

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

The guidelines of this document are based on a set of design principles that collectively establish an urban
design vision for Downtown Renfrew. The design principles are drawn from and are consistent with the
overarching design objectives of the Town of Renfrew’s Official Plan, the Renfrew Community Improvement
Plan (as it relates to Downtown Renfrew), as well as the Streetscape Master Plan.
The key guiding principles are as follows:
•

Maintain and enhance the established historic main street character of Raglan Street (Highway
60);

•

Emphasize and promote active uses, street animation and walkability, especially on Raglan Street
South (Highway 60), to create a more lively and vibrant streetscape;

•

Encourage a more transitional character consisting of residential uses and small-scale
commercial uses on Argyle Street and Plaunt Street;

•

Improve the streetscape through high-quality improvements, interesting design, landscaping and
interesting façades; and

•

Minimize the visual impact of parking areas and the fragmentation of the street edge caused by
driveways.

9.3

DOWNTOWN RENFREW

These guidelines are intended to apply to Downtown Renfrew, which is defined to encompass two
distinctive character areas, including:
•

The Primary Area includes lands fronting onto Raglan Street South (Highway 60). This area
represents the traditional historic “main street” of Downtown Renfrew.

•

The Secondary Area includes lands at the periphery of the traditional main street, fronting onto
Plaunt Street South and Argyle Street South, which run parallel to Raglan Street (Highway 60).
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Figure 40: Downtown Renfrew Masterplan Study Area

9.3.1 PRIMARY AREA
The Primary Area is located along properties fronting Raglan Street (Highway 60), from the intersection of
Hall Avenue and Veteran’s Memorial Boulevard and Raglan Street (Highway 60) to Bridge Street and
Lochiel Street (see Figure 1). Raglan Street South (Highway 60) functions as the Town’s “main street”. This
area has a mixed use character and consists principally of historic buildings. The majority of properties
designated under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act are found in this area. It is important to retain the
historic downtown character of this area through compatible, sensitive development and preservation or
restoration of key historic buildings. There are also many good examples of well-maintained façades to use
as precedents to help guide built form and façade design.
A fundamental aspect of the downtown’s attractive character is its continuous street edge, formed by a
largely continuous street wall of two-storey buildings that frame the streetscape. Along most of Raglan
Street South (Highway 60), this stretch is rarely broken by driveways and parking areas. For the most part,
parking is available at the rear of Raglan Street South (Highway 60), along Argyle Street South and Plaunt
Street South.

Figure 41: Photos of existing Primary Area
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The character of Raglan Street (Highway 60) shifts considerably along the northbound approach to Munroe
Street, and continuing along Bridge Street. This portion of the Primary Area includes a mix of single
detached dwellings, small-scale businesses as well as automobile service uses and front yard parking.
Similarly, there is a cluster of automobile services uses and convenience commercial at the southerly end
point of the Primary Area, where Raglan Street South (Highway 60) intersects with Hall Avenue and
Veterans Memorial Boulevard.

9.3.2 SECONDARY AREA
The Secondary Area includes lands fronting onto Plaunt Street South and Argyle Street South, which are
parallel to and located immediately adjacent to Raglan Street South(Highway 60). This area has a much
more mixed and diverse character compared to the Primary Area. There are more stand-alone commercial
uses, single detached residential uses, and the built form is generally less compact. Some of these lands are
used for parking for the uses that front onto Raglan Street South(Highway 60). The parking is not well
delineated and there are frequent driveways. The public realm is narrow and not well defined. Many of the
buildings, however, have a historic character.

Figure 42: Photos of Secondary Area
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9.4

BUILDING GUIDELINES

The Building Guidelines are intended to guide building height and massing in a manner that is appropriate
for the established character of the Primary and Secondary Areas. These guidelines also assist in clearly
defining the public realm and street edge. These guidelines are applicable to new infill development, any
redevelopment as well as additions or expansions to existing buildings. The main design elements that are
addressed by these Guidelines are as follows:
•

Setbacks and Building Location;

•

Building Height, Massing and Rooflines; and

•

Gateways and Corner Lots.

9.4.1 SETBACKS AND BUILDING LOCATION
A building’s orientation to the streetscape has a significant impact on the quality of the streetscape, and it
influences the level of pedestrian activity. Appropriately defined building setbacks help contribute to the
articulation of the streetscape and contribute to attractive pedestrian-oriented public spaces.
1.

As a general rule, new buildings should be located similarly to adjacent buildings, to create a
sense of consistency and continuation of the established, historic street edge.

2.

New buildings should be located close to the sidewalk to create a more defined street edge and
have entrances directly connected to the sidewalk for better accessibility and to promote
pedestrian activity in the streetscape.

3.

A modest front yard setback (1 – 3 metres) may be appropriate to allow for the streetscape
elements, particularly where the sidewalk and public realm are narrow.

4.

Within the Primary Area, buildings should be located and designed to occupy the majority of the
lot’s frontage, to contribute to the creation of a continuous street wall. A minimum of 80% of the
lot frontage should be utilized by the building. Within the Secondary Area, a minimum of 50% of
the lot frontage should be utilized by the building.

9.4.2 BUILDING HEIGHT, MASSING AND ROOFLINES
The height and massing of buildings affect the quality and enjoyment of the public realm. It is important to
promote a sense of scale that is appropriate with the surrounding context and enhances the level of
comfort for the pedestrian realm. Similarly, maintaining a harmonious roofline to adjacent buildings is key
retaining a consistent look and feel of the streetscape and surrounding context.
1.

As a general rule, the height and bulk of a building should be similar to adjacent buildings and
not represent an abrupt change compared with adjacent lots. Buildings should be designed to
contribute to the overall dominant pattern of building height and massing in the streetscape, and
soften any existing abrupt changes in height or building envelope.
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2.

For any proposed additions to existing historic buildings, the height of building additions should
be consistent with the original building height.

3.

New buildings should not be less than two storeys in height and should generally not exceed
three storeys. In most cases, two storeys is the preferred building height, but three storeys is
acceptable where the building is adjacent to a third storey building, or where the lot is a corner
lot in accordance with Section 4.3. Three storeys is generally not desirable for buildings located
in the Secondary Area (Argyle and Plaunt Streets), to ensure a height transition to surrounding
residential uses. However, a three storey building may be considered desirable in the Secondary
Area where it provides a transition from any adjacent four storey buildings.

4.

Generally, buildings taller than three storeys are not desirable. Where buildings over three
storeys are proposed in accordance with the zoning and Official Plan, all storeys above the third
storey should be subject to step-backs. A 45-degree angular plane to abutting property lines of
low-rise residential uses is encouraged. Further, any buildings over three storeys as may be
permitted should only be located adjacent to any existing three storey or taller buildings, to
ensure appropriate height transitions. Refer to Figure 43.

Figure 43: New development over three storeys subject to step-backs at a 45-degree angular plane

5.

Any new commercial or mixed-use buildings are encouraged to provide a minimum ground floor
of 4.0 to 4.5 metres to provide flexibility of retail and commercial uses while maintaining a
pedestrian-scaled edge. This guideline is appropriate for ensuring flexible commercial space and
consistency with the established ground floor heights on Raglan Street South (Highway 60).

6.

Rooflines should be similar to adjacent buildings, minimizing large variations between building
heights, and contributing to a harmonious roofline across the street.

7.

Roof styles should be sensitive to adjacent styles. In the Primary Area, roofs are generally flat
while rooflines in the Secondary Areas are mixed with both sloped and flat roofs. All roofs shall
employ eavestroughs, and roofs generally shall not towards the main street (Raglan Street
South/Highway 60).
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9.4.3 GATEWAYS AND CORNER LOTS
Raglan Street South (Highway 60) at Hall Avenue/Veterans Memorial Boulevard represents a key visual
entry point into the downtown core. Similarly, Raglan Street South (Highway 60) at Munroe Avenue (and
the former railway corridor) represents a distinctive transition into the more traditional main street core.
These areas represent “gateways” into the downtown core, and should be subject to special design
treatment (Figure 44). Enhancing a gateway contributes to strengthening the downtown core’s identity and
defining a sense of place. The special beautification and improvement to the buildings and properties
located in these areas will help to attract more people into the area and create a sense of arrival for all
visitors. Similarly, corner lots warrant a specialized set of guidelines, to capitalize on their visual
prominence and help promote the active use of both adjacent sidewalks.

Figure 44: Gateway areas and key intersections

Figure 5 identifies these conceptual gateway areas and the key intersections within the Primary Area,
which are subject to the applicable guidelines of this subsection.
1.

Buildings located within the gateway areas
should be enhanced through built form
treatments and architectural detailing (e.g.,
articulated massing, special roof design
elements, special architectural elements,
etc.) to emphasize the gateway entry points
and define a sense of arrival into the
downtown (Figure 45).

2.

Section 2 of these guidelines generally
promote two storey buildings. However,
three storeys is preferred for corner lots
and lots within the gateway areas to
contribute to the definition of these areas.

Figure 45: Enhanced gateway areas to define sense
of arrival

3.

Locating entrances at the building’s corner is encouraged where possible to further emphasize
their importance and promote pedestrian activity along both abutting sidewalks.

4.

Parking, servicing, utilities and loading or similar functions should be screened or located away
from exposed views within gateway areas and on corner lots.
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9.5

ACTIVE USE GUIDELINES

The Active Use Guidelines are intended to promote more pedestrian activity along the streetscapes. An
active streetscape will improve the pedestrian experience by creating more opportunities for social
interaction and exploration of the public realm. The main design elements that are addressed are as
follows:
•

Ground Floor and Upper Floor Uses;

•

Front Yard Activities; and

•

Murals.

9.5.1 GROUND FLOOR AND UPPER FLOOR USES
The ground floor of buildings provide for more opportunities for interaction with the public realm and can
better promote pedestrian activity. These guidelines give direction to potential improvements to existing
at-grade uses as well as account for future mixed-use infill development.
1.

Ground floors should be utilized for active uses (e.g. retail / commercial, restaurants, personal
service shops, etc.). These uses are more likely to create more interaction with the public realm
and draw pedestrian activity and interaction. Other uses (offices, residential uses, etc.) are more
passive and should be located in upper storeys.

2.

Residential uses on the ground floor should be avoided, especially within the Primary Area.

3.

Within the Secondary Areas, single use residential buildings which contribute to the core’s
vitality and vibrancy are encouraged, subject to permissions in the Official Plan and Zoning Bylaw.

9.5.2 FRONT YARD ACTIVITIES
Where appropriate, outdoor uses in the front yard of buildings bring life to the streetscape and help bridge
a connection between the public and private realms.
1.

Informal sidewalk café s are encouraged in
the front yard without a perimeter or
designation. They should be located to avoid
obstructing the travelled portion of the
public realm.

2.

Where space permits, designated outdoor
patio areas should be provided in the front
yards or exterior side yards to bring
animation to the streetscape (Figure 46).
Where space within these areas are limited,
outdoor patios may be located within the

Figure 46: Patios encroaching onto existing onstreet parking spaces
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interior side yards. Where located in an
interior side yard, one side of the patio
should be located as close to the sidewalk as
possible.
3.

Sidewalks adjacent to patios should
maintain a consistent width of 2.0 m. Where
feasible, the sidewalks may encroach onto
the existing on-street parking spaces,
subject to the approval of an encroachment
agreement, and be enhanced through
decorative fencing and accessibility
measures.

4.

Larger, designated outdoor seating areas
associated with restaurants (i.e., more than
12 seats) should be designated with
decorative fencing, decorative paving and
landscaping.

5.

Outdoor storefront displays of merchandise
are encouraged to draw additional visual
interest to the streetscape. However, the
displays should be located so they do not
obstruct the travelled portion of the public
realm (Figure 47).

6.

Temporary A-Frame signs are encouraged,
provided they do not obstruct the travelled
portion of the public realm.

Figure 47: Outdoor displays of merchandise and
sales items are encouraged

9.5.3 MURALS
Murals help contribute to an interesting streetscape, and can help liven up otherwise empty façades. They
create a sense of place and uniqueness and provide an opportunity to reconnect Downtown Renfrew to its
history.
1.

Murals or wall art are encouraged on side
and rear façades which help to improve the
visual appeal of existing blank surfaces
(Figure 48 and Figure 49).

Figure 48: Murals contribute to visual interest of
existing blank façades
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2.

Murals should generally relate to historic persons, places and events which reference and
celebrate the Town of Renfrew’s history.

3.

Murals should only be used to decorate
existing blank surfaces. New façades should
be designed in accordance with the Façade
Treatment Guidelines in Section 6.0.

Figure 49: Murals contribute to visual interest of
existing blank façades

9.6

FAÇADE TREATMENT GUIDELINES

The revitalization and maintenance of building façades will help to transform the aesthetic characteristics
of the streetscape and attract visitors into the area. The goal is to restore the historic character of existing
buildings, and set a high standard of design and articulation for new buildings. Currently, the façades in the
Downtown Renfrew lack a cohesive visual appearance, especially within the Primary Area. These
Guidelines address:
•

Restoration of Historic Buildings;

•

New Building Façades;

•

Awnings and Canopies; and

•

Signage.

9.6.1 RESTORATION OF HISTORIC BUILDINGS
The restoration of historic buildings will contribute to an attractive, unique streetscape aesthetic while
maintaining the history of the community.
1.

The materials and colours used for restoring historic façades should, where possible, remain
consistent with the original materials used. Where original materials and detailing must be
replaced, like or similar materials should be used as much as possible. Historic photographs
should be used a source of information to guide the restoration of historic buildings. Generally,
where documentation does not exist, masonry is strongly encouraged as the predominant
building material, while the application of stucco is discouraged.

2.

The use of aluminum cladding or other economical materials is strongly discouraged.
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3.

The reconstruction of missing architectural features of the façades are encouraged to be based on
historic documentation (refer to Figure 50). Any cladding added after the original construction
should be removed and original architectural features, fenestration and materials should be
restored.

Figure 50: Historic photographs used as source to guide restoration

4.

The original historic materials and architectural elements should not be removed, obscured,
overwhelmed or covered by any alterations.

5.

Where historic documentation is not found and original colours of buildings are not known,
many paint supply stores provide a palette of heritage colours that are encouraged for exterior
painting.

6.

Windows should be articulated with detailed framing and division of window panes (Figure 51).
Large, undivided window panes should be avoided. On the ground floor, windows should be
maintained to enable window shopping and views into the businesses. The use of sliding
doors/large window opens to provide a continuous indoor/outdoor experience may be
considered, in particular to provide transition between indoor/outdoor café seating areas.

Figure 51: Windows articulated with detailed framing and divided window panes

7.

Additions or expansions to the roof should correspond with the original roof (e.g. flat or gabled).
As mentioned in Section 4.2, the height of additions and expansions should remain the same as
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the original building. Measures shall be put in place to ensure roof does not direct rainwater, ice
or snow to the main street (either by sloping away or implementation of eavestroughs and
downspouts).
8.

Where feasible, historic property owners are encouraged to post a plaque which provides
historic details of the building (Figure 52). The plaques should be oriented towards pedestrians
and posted on the face of the building façade close to building entrances. The Town will
encourage a consistent plaque design.

Figure 52: Plaques providing building history encouraged to be posted close to building entrances

9.6.2 NEW BUILDING FAÇADES
The façades of new buildings should be complementary to and compatible with the historic character of
the Downtown Renfrew. This will help preserve the sense of place and uniqueness of the downtown core.
1.

Ground floors should provide for more transparency to enhance visual interest from the
pedestrian realm. Storefronts at ground level are encouraged to have a minimum of 70% glazing
to maximize visual animation and encourage window shopping.

2.

Similar building materials historically used in construction is encouraged, with an emphasis on
the use of masonry. Economical materials such as aluminum cladding, tinted or mirrored glass,
and plastic (e.g., for signage or sign bands) shall be discouraged. The use of stucco and siding
should generally be minimized.

3.

Architectural detailing of façades should be
differentiated using different materials,
colours or architectural elements between
the base, middle and cornice or top of a
building (Figure 53) . This distinguishes the
at-grade uses with the other upper level
uses.
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4.

Architectural detailing of facades differentiated between base, middle and cornice.

5.

Figure 53: Architectural detailing of facades
Principal entrances to buildings should be
differentiated between base, middle and cornice
emphasized and oriented towards the
sidewalk. Secondary entrances may be provided from side yards or rear yards.

6.

Doors should be articulated through recessed entryways and detailed framing.

7.

Entryways should be barrier-free in
accordance with the Ontario Building
Code’s requirements. Building entrances,
where possible, should not have steps and
should be level with the sidewalk (Figure
54). Where this cannot be avoided, the
installation of an accessibility ramp or an
alternate entrance is encouraged from the
side yard. Ramps within the road allowance
must be reviewed and approved by the
Committee of Council and the construction
of such a ramp should be at the sole
discretion of the Town of Renfrew, and shall
not conflict with the 2.0m clear path of
travel on the sidewalk.

Figure 54: Barrier free building entrance

8.

Automatic doors are encouraged.

9.

Repeating architectural elements or windows are encouraged.

10. Rooflines of new buildings should maintain consistency and harmony with adjacent buildings.
11. Generally, business owners and residents are encouraged to implement and maintain temporary
seasonal plantings, such as hanging window planters to help add color and life to the streetscape.

9.6.3 AWNINGS AND CANOPIES
Awnings and canopies help protect pedestrians from the weather and articulate the building façade to
create a sense of scale for pedestrians. They also help to define entrances to buildings.
1.

In all cases where façade improvements are proposed, consideration should be made to
incorporate awnings.

2.

The width and shape of the awnings and canopies should be the length of the storefront or
window opening where they are located.
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3.

Multiple awnings and canopies at smaller widths are preferred over long and continuous
elements to add to the building articulation along the street edge.

4.

Awnings should be designed to be
proportional to the façade and use colours
that are complementary to the façade
and/or heritage colour palette.

5.

The location and design of awnings or
canopies should not interfere with signage
or architectural features of the building.

6.

Permanent, fabric awnings and retractable
awnings that provide suitable shelter from
the elements for pedestrians are
encouraged.

7.

The materials used for awnings and
canopies should be of high quality to ensure
durability and preservation of colour
including high-quality canvas, cloth, metal
or glass. The use of aluminum, vinyl or
plastic awnings or canopies are discouraged
and should be avoided.

8.

Buildings with traditional architectural
styles are encouraged to have sloped fabric
Figure 55: Retractable awnings provide for suitable
awnings as they are the most traditional
awning type. These awnings can be fixed in shelter when necessary
lace or include mechanisms that allow them to retract and extend (Figure 55). Bubble-style or
box style awnings are to be avoided (Figure 56).
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9.

The height of awnings should not obstruct storefront entrances and the walkway and should
generally measure between 2.1 metres and 2.4 metres from the bottom of the awning to the
sidewalk.

10. Signage may be imprinted on an awning provided it is proportionally sized and scaled for
pedestrians and not automobiles.

9.6.4 SIGNAGE
The design and quality of signage are important to consider in contributing to the pedestrian-oriented
Figure 56: Bubble or box style awnings are to be avoided

character of the streetscape. The design of the signage must relate to that of the individual building, and
still remain complementary to the overall character of the streetscape.
1.

Signage should be scaled according to the building height and oriented for slow traffic and
pedestrians.

2.

Front-lit signage is encouraged; back-lit and
neon signs are strongly discouraged.

3.

Embossed or engraved signage is
encouraged.

4.

Where provided, signage should be
contained in the storefront cornice / sign
board area of the façade (Figure 57).

5.

Signage should not be used in the storefront
windows, except a minimal amount of
painted signs.

Figure 57: Signage contained within storefront sign
board area of the façade

6.

Where rear entrances from rear yard parking areas are not provided, signage is encouraged to
direct visitors to the main entrance.

7.

Only one principal sign should be used, and it should be located above the principal building
entrance. No more than two small signs should be used, and only if they are used to enhance the
appearance of the storefront.

8.

Large signs and cluttered signs (e.g., pylon, roof signs, billboards, etc.) are to be avoided. These
signs either overwhelm the streetscape or are mainly directed towards vehicular traffic.
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9.

Hanging perpendicular signs (Figure 58) are encouraged and may encroach, subject to Town
approval, into the public realm provided they do not project more than 1.0 metre from the
building or interfere with pedestrian access.

Figure 58: Hanging Perpendicular Signs

10. Signage may be painted directly on the building façade, provided the signage style is consistent
with the overall heritage character of the downtown in terms of colour, font and layout.
11. Materials used for signage must be of high quality that is durable and weather resistant.

9.7

PARKING, ACCESS AND OTHER SITE DESIGN GUIDELINES

Parking areas and driveways have a critical impact on the streetscape. The Primary Area’s defining
characteristic is its continuous street wall, which should be preserved and extended as much as possible.
The impacts of existing parking areas can be softened through landscaping. Additionally, the consolidation
of parking areas and driveways will help minimize their frequency and impact. It is also important to
consider the accessibility from parking areas to building entrances as well as creating a more pedestrian
friendly environment. The main design elements that are addressed in this section are as follows:
•

Driveways;

•

Parking and Walkway Access; and

•

Loading and Service Areas.

9.7.1 DRIVEWAYS
In order to improve the safety and comfort of pedestrians and create a continuous streetscape edge, it is
important to consider the treatment and limit of driveway accesses.
1.

Where possible, consolidated driveways between two or more properties are encouraged.
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2.

New driveways or accesses from Raglan Street South (Highway 60), are discouraged. Where
possible, driveways should be provided from side streets or from Plaunt Street South and Argyle
Street South for through lots.

3.

Where a driveway must be provided from Raglan Street South (Highway 60), the width of
driveways should be minimized. It is preferred to have two one-way driveways on either side of
the building, instead of one large, two-way driveway (Figure 59).

Figure 59: One-way driveways preferred over two-way driveway

4.

Improve visibility of pedestrian crossings at driveway access points through special treatment or
demarcation of pavement and consideration for signalization and lighting.

9.7.2 PARKING AND WALKWAY ACCESS
The provision of parking is an important part of the accessibility and vitality of the downtown core.
However, parking can be impactful to the streetscape. The visual impact of parking as well as loading areas
can be minimized by managing their location and providing landscaping. Parking areas should be located in
the rear of buildings. No front yard parking areas or exterior side yard parking areas should be proposed.
1.

In no case should parking be located in the front yard or exterior side yard.

2.

Interior side yard parking is strongly
discouraged, especially in the Primary
Area. In the Secondary Areas, interior
side yard parking may be appropriate,
subject to landscaping treatments as
indicated below.

3.

Buffers are encouraged between
sidewalks and existing or necessary
parking areas that are located adjacent to
sidewalks. Planting strips should include
vertical elements (e.g., decorative fencing, Figure 60: Landscape buffers encouraged between
sidewalk and off-street parking areas
trees, plantings, etc.) are encouraged to
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strengthen the screening and help to define the pedestrian realm, in lieu of the street wall (refer
to Figure 60).
4.

Permeable paving surfaces are encouraged for parking areas.

5.

Access to building entrances should not be restricted. Designated walkways and pathways should
be clearly provided within parking areas to enable people to walk from the parking area to the
building or onto the sidewalk.

6.

Opportunities to create new walkways and paths to connect Plaunt Street South and Argyle
Street South to Raglan Street South (Highway 60), should be identified and improved as part of
new development and infill proposals. Any such walkways should be well-lit and demarcated
with a high quality paving material to define the pedestrian walkway.

7.

Decorative landscaping and tree planting should be used to help break up any large parking
areas. This may include planted medians which may also help in defining pedestrian paths or
walkways to buildings.

8.

Permitted municipal or commercial parking lots should not be located in the Primary Areas.
Municipal or commercial parking lots should similarly follow these guidelines for the provision
of landscaping in this subsection and the provision of driveways under subsection 7.1.

9.7.3 LOADING AND SERVICE AREAS
Loading and service areas are areas where garbage is collected or where trucks load or un-load stock.
Minimizing the visual impact of these areas will improve the quality of the streetscape and pedestrian
experience.
1.

Loading and similar areas should be located in the rear yard or away from highly exposed
elevations. Where this cannot be avoided, a screening wall or landscaping should be integrated.

2.

Where possible, service areas should be integrated and shared between two adjacent buildings.

3.

Service areas should be screened from views from upper storeys of buildings and adjacent
buildings.

4.

Screening through architectural detailing or enclosures should be built with materials and
colours that are similar to the building style.
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9.8

IMPLEMENTATION

The intent of these guidelines is to ensure that future development in Downtown Renfrew occurs in a
manner that is desirable, attractive and appropriate for its historic character. These guidelines are intended
to be applied through the development review process, particularly in relation to a proposed Site Plan
application, Official Plan Amendment or Rezoning located within the Primary and Secondary Areas, as
defined in this document.
These guidelines may also be considered as part of evaluating applications for incentives under the
Community Improvement Plan. However, the Community Improvement Plan contains a set of design
criteria which is principally intended to apply in that context. Finally, these Guidelines should be
considered as part of updating the Official Plan and Zoning By-law, as there may be opportunities to
integrate the design objectives and specific requirements into planning policy and regulation. Section 10.0
of the Streetscape Master Plan contains specific considerations in this regard.

9.8.1 DEMONSTRATION EXAMPLES
To assist in the implementation of these Guidelines, it is beneficial to visualize the intent of the guidelines
in typical contexts. This section presents three examples of application of these Guidelines.
1.

Second Storey Addition (Raglan Street South/Highway 60)
A key objective of these guidelines is to create a consistent street wall along Raglan Street South
(Highway 60). Where there are existing one-storey buildings fronting on Raglan Street South
(Highway 60), an opportunity exists for the addition of a second storey, or the redevelopment of
the one-storey building into a two or three-storey building. The example below illustrates the
positive visual impact of adding a second storey and contributing to the creation of a more
consistent roofline and street edge. Introduction of ‘false front’ upper storeys are not
recommended. Reduced depth of floor plate of upper storeys may be considered

Figure 61: Second floor infill concept
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2.

Redevelopment (Raglan Street South/Highway 60)

There are other under-utilized lots along Raglan Street South (Highway 60) that could represent important
redevelopment or infill opportunities. Generally speaking, the retention of historic buildings is encouraged.
However, where this is not possible, or where the lot is vacant, underutilized (e.g., a parking area), or the lot
is utilized by a building that is impactful to the character of Raglan Street South (Highway 60),
redevelopment may be an appropriate option. The following visualization illustrates the impact of infilling
an underutilized property in accordance with these Guidelines. The following characteristics of this
potential redevelopment should be noted:
•

The location, scale and massing of the building is generally consistent with adjacent buildings;

•

The height of the building contributes to creating a harmonious roofline;

•

Parking is located at the rear of the lot, and there are no accesses provided from Raglan Street
South (Highway 60);

•

The character of the façade is consistent with the guidelines, with a differentiated base, middle,
and top. The ground floor of the building is intended for commercial uses, while the upper storey
is intended for residential uses.

Figure 62: Site redevelopment concept

3.

Redevelopment (Argyle
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3.

Redevelopment (Argyle Street/ Plaunt Street)

Similarly, there are redevelopment and infill opportunities for lots fronting onto Argyle Street South and
Plaunt Street South. Argyle street South and Plaunt Street South are intended to provide for a principally
residential character, with some opportunity for limited commercial uses on the ground floor. Additionally,
the need to ensure compatibility and transition between the taller buildings fronting on Raglan Street
South (Highway 60) and the low-rise residential areas surrounding the core is a key consideration. The
following demonstration illustrates the influence of the Design Guidelines on creating compatible,
appropriate redevelopment on Argyle Street South and Plaunt Street South.

Figure 63: Example of infill development in Secondary Area
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10.0 Official Plan and Zoning Recommendations
10.1 OVERVIEW
Section 4.1 of the Renfrew Community Improvement
Plan (CIP) identifies the potential need to implement
recommended design guidelines into zoning or
Official Plan policies, as a component of undertaking
a Downtown Urban Design Study and Streetscape
Master Plan. This document builds upon the
recommendations established through the
Downtown CIP study, and further advances the
Downtown Renfrew Urban Design Guidelines by
better implementing urban design objectives into
zoning and Official Plan policy.

10.2 OFFICIAL PLAN
Downtown Renfrew is defined and designated
“Downtown Commercial” by the Town of Renfrew’s
Official Plan (Section 4.0) (see Figure 64). In
addition to encompassing much of the historic main
street of Raglan Street South (Highway 60), the
designation includes some stand-alone commercial
uses in the vicinity of the downtown core. However,
the Streetscape Master Plan and Design Guidelines
for Downtown Renfrew separately identify “Primary”
and “Secondary” Areas of the Downtown, which have
more distinctive functions and design visions, briefly
characterized as follows:
•

The Primary Area of the Downtown, including
lands fronting onto Raglan Street South
(Highway 60), function as the more traditional
Main Street. In this area, the maintenance of the
continuous street wall, a broad mix of uses and
two to three storey buildings is critical to
maintaining the historic character. Ground floors
should be principally used for active retail uses,
with residences and office uses located in the
upper storeys or in the rear of the building.
Figure 64: Existing development types
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•

The Secondary Area represents a transitional mixed use area. Permitted uses should be somewhat
more restricted to existing uses, and uses that are compatible with the adjacent residential
neighbourhood. The need for a continuous street wall within the Secondary Area is less important, as it
is recognized that this area provides parking for properties fronting onto Raglan Street (Highway 60)

It may be desirable to reflect the design intent of these distinctive areas separately in the policies of the
Official Plan, either through the application of separate land use designations, or more detailed policies for
properties fronting onto Raglan Street South (Highway 60), in particular. The current policies are broadly
written to provide flexible guidance for both the Primary and Secondary Areas. The recognition of these
separate areas may provide further certainty about the intended uses and built form, to help support
achieving the design vision.
More specifically, there is an opportunity to strengthen the Official Plan’s policies and contribute to the
urban design objectives outlined in the CIP, the Urban Design Guidelines and the Streetscape Master Plan.
In particular, this should include consideration for the following:
•

Generally requiring or encouraging a minimum height of two storeys, particularly along Raglan
Street South (Highway 60), for any new buildings, will contribute significantly to ensuring that
appropriate, desirable development occurs. Existing one storey buildings may be recognized.

•

The current general limit on building heights is three storeys which is an appropriate target.
However, consideration could be made to more clearly establish a limit that will require an
Official Plan Amendment to permit greater building heights (e.g., four to five storeys). Any
heights greater than three storeys should be subject to more specific design standards, which can
be integrated into the Zoning By-law or considered through Site Plan Control. This may include
step-backs from the front façade and angular plane requirements. Further, it could be desirable to
limit buildings greater than three storeys to corner lots.

•

Additional requirements about the location of new buildings may be included, focusing on
ensuring the development of a consistent street wall along Raglan Street South (Highway 60).
Further detailed requirements can be identified in the zoning by-law (e.g., minimum and
maximum setbacks, minimum building frontage along the front lot line).

•

The Official Plan may also include requirements or policies or discourage new parking areas from
being located on Raglan Street South (Highway 60), to promote the continuous street wall.
Similarly, new accesses from Raglan Street South (Highway 60) should be discouraged, in favour
of consolidated accesses, accesses from side streets or, for through lots, access from Argyle
Street/Plaunt Street);

•

With respect to permitted uses, ground floor uses in the Primary Area should be somewhat
limited to existing uses and active commercial uses (commercial services, restaurants,
institutional uses, etc.), while a broader range of uses may be permitted in the upper storey or
rear of the lot (e.g., offices and dwelling units). The Secondary Area should be focused on existing
uses, stand-alone residential uses (including townhouses and apartments) as well as small-scale
non-residential uses that will be compatible with adjacent residential areas. This can also be
further implemented in the Zoning By-law.
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10.3 ZONING BY-LAW
Modifications to the Zoning By-law may also be considered to further
support the implementation of the Design Guidelines, Community
Improvement Plan and Streetscape Master Plan.
Much of the Downtown core is currently zoned Downtown Commercial
(C1) (see Figure 65). The C1 zoning is fairly suitable for a zone that
facilities a walkable, historic commercial core, allowing for a minimum
front yard of 0 m, and a high maximum lot coverage. There is a broad range
of permitted commercial Permitted residential uses are limited to existing
uses and dwelling units over permitted commercial uses. However, the
following improvements may be considered to bring the zoning into
alignment with the design vision:
•

The C1 zone’s maximum height (18 m, which is approximately five
storeys) is not in line with the Official Plan or design principles.
Consideration should be made to limit maximum height to three
storeys, or permit greater heights only subject to specific design
requirements, as discussed previously in Section G.2 (angular plane
requirements and step backs).

•

Consideration could be made to permit dwelling units in the rear of
the lot or building, and not just above permitted commercial uses.

•

It is noted that the C1 zoning is currently applied to some lots outside
of the currently designated Downtown Commercial area. It may be
necessary to review and realign the zoning to ensure it conforms to
the applicable land use designations.

•

Consideration should be made to implement maximum front
yard/side yard setbacks, as well as minimum height requirements (i.e.,
two storeys, particularly on Raglan Street South (Highway 60)).

•

A minimum ground floor height of 4.0 m (or as legally existing) may be
considered to ensure that new buildings can suitably accommodate
active commercial uses.

•

Minimum building frontage requirements (e.g., 75% or greater on
Raglan Street and 40% on Argyle/Plaunt) may be implemented to help
ensure parking is directed to the rear yard and help promote the
desired built form.

•

General parking requirements may introduced to specifically prohibit
front yard and exterior side yard parking in the C1 zone (focusing on
Raglan Street South (Highway 60)). It is noted that for through lots,
Raglan Street South (Highway 60) would be considered the rear lot
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line where access is provided from Plaunt/Argyle. Thus, the suggested provision should perhaps relate
specifically to prohibiting front yard parking on Raglan Street South (Highway 60).
•

Special parking provisions could be introduced for the C1 zone, to give more flexibility to lots to meet
parking requirements, subject to consideration for any potential parking impacts or deficiency:
o

o

Allowing for shared parking requirements across multiple lots within walking distance,
subject to entering into an agreement with the Town to ensure the maintenance of off-site
parking; and
Allowing for a change of use without the need to make up for a deficiency in parking (e.g.,
retail to restaurant).

Other parking requirement reductions in the downtown core may be appropriate, particularly given the
walkability and proximity of private and public parking areas along Argyle Street South and Plaunt Street
South. This could include, for example, exempting the need to provide any parking as part of a ground floor
use. However, further review of appropriate parking requirements should be considered as part of a
Comprehensive Zoning By-law Review. Consideration may also be made to inform the development of
parking requirements through a specific parking study which can specifically examine parking supply and
demand and ensure that parking reductions are justified and will not result in parking impacts.
Further to the suggested considerations for the Official Plan, a zone applicable to the Secondary Area of the
Downtown could be developed to help ensure the appropriate development of these lands for compatible
uses. The C1 zone, as currently implemented, is principally applicable to the Primary Area of the
Downtown. A Downtown Periphery Zone could be developed to limit permitted uses to existing uses,
compatible small-scale commercial uses, as well as stand-alone residential uses.

10.4 IMPLEMENTATION
The suggested modifications are intended to strengthen the policy framework and zoning to ensure that
any future development is more consistent with the Urban Design Guidelines. Currently, the Official Plan
policies and zoning are fairly appropriate and do not constitute a great risk to the established character of
Downtown Renfrew. Accordingly, the suggested changes could be considered as part of an Official Plan
Review, Zoning By-law Review or a combined process.
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11.0

Summary and Recommendations

The Streetscape Masterplan and Urban Design Guidelines are a coordinated design strategy that will
enhance the existing streetscape to contribute to a reinvigorated Downtown. The Plan is a technical tool to
guide design and expenditures of future streetscape and related improvements and is the first step towards
reconstruction efforts. The development and execution of the Plan addresses pointed recommendations of
the 2015 Community Improvement Plan (CIP) that the Town of Renfrew undertake a Downtown Urban
Design Study/Guidelines Streetscape Master Plan to improve the public realm in the Downtown Area (Item
4.1 of the CIP).
Public consultation has been integral to the study. Engagement opportunities and events have included:
•

Stakeholder consultation and walking tour with representatives of the BIA and Chamber of
Commerce;

•

Active community participation in a questionnaire posted through the Town website;

•

Public Information Centre at the Frew-Tober Food Truck and Craft Beer Festival in October, 2016.

•

Public Open House and Presentation at the Town Hall in December 2016;

•

Presentation to the BIA in February of 2017

•

Presentation of the Draft Plan at Town Hall in April 2017.

Development of eleven (11) guiding principles for the streetscape redevelopment will contribute to a
cohesive and integrated design. A focus on promoting and enhancing the heritage character, improving
accessibility and community connections, and streamlining the streetscape elements, serves to positively
refresh the character of the Downtown core.
Detailed consideration of the design of various streetscape elements, including but not limited to
sidewalks, street tree planting, site furniture, wayfinding, lighting and parking provides a comprehensive
Plan that will serve to meet desired community outcomes, improved pedestrian comfort (real and
perceived) and Town maintenance considerations.

FUTURE STUDIES
The following future studies are recommended to provide more detailed information in support of future
projects within the downtown core:
1.

Parking Needs Analysis: The Plan has made recommendations regarding on-street and
municipal parking configuration and geometry. There is a significant amount of available parking
on private property. A detailed inventory and needs analysis of available private and public
parking areas would serve to inform future renewal efforts.

2.

Lighting Study: Engage the services of a lighting designer to review and provide
recommendations on street lighting improvements, including appropriate light levels to
Transportation Association of Canada (TAC) and Illumination Engineering Society (IES) North
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America guidelines. This would include evaluation of existing conditions, and recommendations
on pole spacing, fixture selection, mounting height and maintenance considerations.
3.

Transportation Study: Engage services of a Transportation Engineer to complete a
Transportation Study and to evaluate opportunities for signalization of Pedestrian Crossings on
Raglan Street South (Highway 60), and a functional design study specifically addressing
intersection improvements at Hall Avenue/Raglan Street South/Veterans Memorial Boulevard.
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